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Celemony is leading the way in audio editing with our world-class audio editing and designing software like Melodyne and Amplitude. Over the last decade, we have been setting the standard for professional audio editing technology with features and Celemony is leading the way in audio editing with our world-class audio editing and designing software like Melodyne and Amplitude. Over the last decade, we have been setting the standard for professional audio editing technology with features and tools that are unique in the industry. Also, each band member can record vocals and instruments in sequence and save them individually as separate tracks, allowing
complete control over when each vocal or instrument is played. For edited material, the editor offers the most modern and complete export framework available, with the ability to choose between Pro Tools, Logic, Nuendo and any other program capable of importing MusicXML files as input. When working with the Global Keyframe, the editor is easy to control and manage, and the user can browse through his or her work according to the respective time. Every tool is available directly from the work surface as well as from any MIDI controller. The new Patches function opens up the ability to apply and remove multiple patches without having to edit the score and

move it manually. TextLab Editor Pro 7 allows for the systematic cross-checking of texts. The Assignments tools allows the user to assign chords, chromatic notes or whole tones to notes in a musical score, thus allowing for a more efficient, comprehensive and easier-to-understand notation. The Automatic chord calculation function not only offers an automatic chord calculation but also chord naming.
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Key Features: Advanced Melodyne Workflow with Tempo Corrections Automation controls with
musical progression Camera Controls (Show and edit automation curve) Envelope Editor with
Live-tracking of automation Bus compression with audio tracking Import Linked Clip into Edit
Track Import Non-Melodyne Audio Sources (3rd party VST/AU plug-ins and AAX/RTAS native

plug-ins) Import Audio Tracks Import Audio Data (from Audio Units) Import Melodyne Searching
Tracks and Logs Import Third-party Audio Processors Import WAV Files MIDI Editor/Tracker IDE
mode is a powerful new editor for scoring MIDI tracks and MIDI Step Entry enables real-time
monitoring while orchestrating a performance on the page. The new Tracker mode leverages
the powerful features of IDE mode and then applies them to creating MIDI Step Entry tracks.
Compose, record, and mix audio with Melodyne, a digital music studio that makes it easy to

capture, analyze, edit, and improvise high-quality music. A virtual instrument features
Melodyne's proprietary iVAMP synth engine to mix, arrange, and perform. Learn to write and
perform with the tools that allow you to improvise music directly on your computer. Create

song compositions from your audio, using the iVAMP synth engine to control its virtual
instruments, themes, or audio loops. Everything is integrated and interactive in real time.
Everything feels like musical instruments, and everything sounds like a professional studio

Dramatic full-featured multitrack recording, virtual instruments, and fun, easy-to-use features
make Melodyne the ultimate digital music studio. All of the industrys most used professional

tools are conveniently available in one program. Audio, MIDI, and graphics editing, from
accessing VSTs, loops, effects, instruments, and cues to transferring and opening existing files
is totally seamless and transparent. Having these tools all in one program is a game-changer!
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